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 Before using the Kart Racing Pro Simulator, you can download the beta version from the official site Changelog v12 Added the following fixed The steering can now be modifie again, where before it was stuck to 2 value. This can be set in the configurator Added zoom options Tuned the vehicles to be faster and more fun. Added the possibility to adjust camera controls Added a new mission based
on StuntMania The frames of the cars are now less sharp. Added the ability to save and load different tracks with different T.A.R. Added an english track file Added a new website Now you can buy parts directly in the app You can now rename your game and your users to a custom name You can now adjust the car model You can now exclude the user from mission tasks You can now specify if the

radar is activated or not You can now start a mission with the start button You can now also add maps to a different track list You can now specify the number of players Now you can see different statistics on the individual tracks You can now specify the restrack automatically or by pressing the button Added a new configurator The background color can be set in the configurator Added a new
interface There are now 2 less annoying sound effects The total score and how many wins each user has are now colored There is now an overview window in the background The camera movement is now more smooth Added a rating. Added the ability to save/load the track positions Added a menu to the tracks. Added a menu to the users. Added a log in the configurator. You can now enable or

disable radar. Added a notice to the configurator If you set the steering wheel to a third, it will not work and will give an error message You can now adjust the wheels of the cars. You can now adjust the traction Added an autosave on every finish The maximum number of players that can play a mission on the same time is now higher and also the number of rounds per map If you don't like the game
anymore, you can delete it right away More objects are now visible The following errors 82157476af
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